Dentons ranks across 67 tables securing 108 individual
and 36 practice rankings in Chambers USA

May 3, 2018
Global law firm Dentons earned 108 individual and 36 practice rankings in the most recent edition of Chamber USA, a
well-known annual legal directory that identifies the world's best lawyers and law firms based on in-depth, objective
research.
In the 2018 edition of the US-focused publication, Dentons lawyers were ranked across 67 tables, ranking leading
individuals across dozens of practice areas and becoming the Firm's broadest representation to date. Overall, 95 of
the Firm's US lawyers received individual rankings, including 15 lawyers listed in Band 1 and 26 lawyers listed in
Band 2. Additionally, 7 practices were rated in Band 1, while 9 practices were recognized for their nationwide
presence.
The Firm has two practices ranked nationally in Band 1: Leisure & Hospitality and Native American Law .
Dentons' lawyers earned praise from clients as "well-established," and "of A+ caliber ." Clients tell Chambers that their
experience with Dentons was "very impressive" and they appreciated the Firm's ability to "resolve issues quickly and
professionally." The firm was also praised by clients as "very practical" and "having a good sense of balancing
business needs to the legal issues."
In total Dentons rankings include:

• 7 practices rated Band 1
• 9 nationwide and 27 regional rankings
• 15 individuals Band 1, 26 individuals Band 2

About Dentons
Dentons is the world's largest law firm, connecting top-tier talent to the world's challenges and opportunities with
20,000 professionals including 12,000 lawyers, in more than 200 locations, in more than 80 countries. Dentons'
polycentric and purpose-driven approach, commitment to inclusion and diversity, and award-winning client service
challenge the status quo to advance client interests. www.dentons.com
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